Active Shape Model (ASM) has been shown to be a powerful tool to aid the interpretation of images, espec ially in fac e alignment. ASM loc al appearanc e model parameter estimation is based on the assumption that residuals between model fit and data hav e a Gaussian distribution. Howev er, in fac e alignment, bec ause of c hanges in illumination, different fac ial ex pressions and obstac les lik e mustac hes and glasses, this assumption may be inac c urate. AdaBoost is widely used in fac e detec tion as a robust c lassific ation method, whic h does not need the Gaussian distribution assumption. I n this paper, we model loc al appearanc es by using AdaBoosted histogram c lassifiers to solv e the robustness problems, whic h hav e prev iously been enc ountered. Ex perimental results demonstrate the robustness of our method to align and loc ate fac ial features.
I nt r oduc t i on
Statistical shape models have been shown to be a power f ul tool to aid the inter pr etation of images, especially in f ace alignment. M odels r epr esent the shape and var iation of f aces and can be used to impose pr ior i constr aints on f ace align ment. A f r equently used f or mulation is the Active Shape M odel ( ASM ) [ 1] . M any r esear ches on applying ASM to f ace alignment have been done, but the technology still suf f er s f r om changes in illumination, dif f er ent f acial expr essions and obstacles like mustaches and glasses.
To f it a model to data, par ameter s must be estimated in an optimal manner . Standar d ASM par ameter estimation minimiz es the sum of squar es of r esiduals between the model and the data. I t has been widely r ecogniz ed that least squar es minimiz ation only yields optimal r esults under the assumption of Gaussian distr ibution r esiduals. Under r eal conditions, a Gaussian model of r esidual distr ibution is seldom accur ate. Face images taken in dif f er ent conditions containing widely var ying appearances and conf using local str uctur es potentially give r ise to non-Gaussian r esiduals. I n [ 2] , wavelet f eatur es and EM algor ithm ar e used to model local appear ances, but the assumption of Gaussian distr ibution is still used.
AdaBoost is widely used in f ace detection as a r obust classif ication method [ 3] [ 4] [ 5] [ 6] . AdaBoost does not need the Gaussian distr ibution assumption, and can be applied to non-linear classif ication pr oblems by tr aining weak classif ier s. I n this paper , to impr ove r obustness of calculating landmar k displacement, we use AdaBoosted histogr am classif ier s as local appear ance models of each landmar k. Exper imental r esults show that compar ed to ASM , r obustness of f eatur e point displacement was impr oved gr eatly to changes in illumination, dif f er ent f acial expr essions, and obstacles like mustaches and glasses. Additionally, our method is also r obust to occlusions on f aces, which may cause sear ch f ailur es in pr evious r esear ches. The ASM technique r elies upon each obj ect or image str uctur e being r epr esented by a set of points. Given a set of tr aining images f or a given obj ect, points ar e manually placed in the same location on the obj ect in each image. 103 land mar ks used in this paper ar e shown in Fig. 1 . The image is f r om CM U PI E database [ 7] .
Fi g. 1 Labe l e d i mage wi t h 103 l andmar ks
The points f r om each image ar e r epr esented as a vector and aligned to a common co-or dinate f r ame. Pr inciple Co mponent Analysis is applied to the aligned shape vector
wher e − S is the mean shape vector , P is a set of pr inciple components of shape var iation and b is a vector of shape par ameter s.
The vector b def ines a set of par ameter s f or a def or mable model. By var ying the elements of b we can var y the shape using f or mulation ( 1) . By applying bounds to the value of parameter b , we ensure that the generated shapes are similar to those in the novel training set.
The ASM search procedure is an iteration procedure. On each iteration, it uses the local appearance model to find a new shape and then updates the model parameters to best fit the new search shape [1] .
Local Appearance Models
The local appearance models, which describe local image features around each landmark, are modeled as the first derivative of the sample profiles perpendicular to the landmark contour [1] .
It is assumed that the local models are distributed as a Gaussian. For the jth landmark, we can derive the mean ( )
Using local appearance models leads to fast convergence to the local image evidence. However, due to the variation of the illumination and obstacles, a feature point often cannot be accurately located. As a consequence, ASM tends to get stuck at local minima.
Model Local Appearance using AdaBoosted Histogram Classif iers
The most important thing in ASM is how to calculate landmark displacement. This calculation is based on intensity profiles, which are perpendicular to each landmark contour. Because of different illumination and obstacles, it is unreasonable to model them by using a Gaussian distribution model. 
It can be shown that the minimizer is 
Search using AdaBoosted Histogram Classif iers
Except calculating landmark displacement, our search process is the same as ASM. Length of intensity profile at test image is 3 times long as the profiles used in training. To determine the displacements of each landmark, scores of each position in test profile are calculated through the following steps.
To each position, apply the same quantization in training.
To each position, calculate its score by using the AdaBoosted histogram classifiers based on the quantized intensities. Locations with higher scores show higher confidence that the landmark should be displaced to. Therefore, we select the location with the highest score as the displacement location. One important thing is that we set displacement to 0 when the highest score is lower than 0. The reason is that a negative score means that the profile is a negative one. This is very effective to improve robustness to occlusions on faces, which have not been discussed by previous researches.
Three intensity profile, Mahalanobis distance and AdaBoost score distribution examples are shown in Fig. 2 . In ASM, the position with the smallest Mahalanobis dis-tance is selected as the displacement position. In our method, the position with the highest score is selected. Compared with Mahalanobis distance, the AdaBoost scores are much more accurate and reliable.
Experimental Results
We manually labeled 500 frontal face images, 300 as training images and 200 as test images. Distance between two eyes is almost 60 pixels. These faces include those taken in different illumination, with different expressions, without or with moustache and glasses. Our evaluation includes the following steps.
Displace the mean face shape on each test image from the true position between -6 and +6 pixels randomly. Then, scale up or down the mean shape between 0.9 and 1.1 times randomly. Finally, rotate the shape between -5 and +5 degrees. Run our search process and save search results. Calculate the distance between each search shape and the manually labeled shape.
Since faces in the training images vary widely, as shown in Fig. 2 , the Gaussian distribution assump tion is unreasonable and the Mahalanobis distance is unreliable. Therefore, ASM collapses in our evaluation and a statistical comparison between ASM and our method is not meaningful. The results of our method are shown in Fig. 3 . Compared with the 60 pixels that is the average distance between two eyes of our test faces, the average displacement of all landmarks between every search shape and its manually labeled shape is 2.6 pixels. Average process time of one image is about 2.1 seconds without any optimization to speedup, using Pentium 2.4GHz CPU. Compared to average process time 1.8 seconds of ASM, our method is slightly slow but has a greatly improved robustness.
We also selected images from CMU PIE database [7] to test our method on untrained illuminations. Some examples are shown in Fig. 4 . And we testified the robustness of our method on indoor and outdoor photograph taken in backlight or with occlusions. Some results are show in Fig. 5 . One example, which has the largest amount of error in our experiments, is shown in Fig. 6 . The experimental results show our method is robust to untrained illumination and occlusions on faces, even if we did not use such faces in training.
Conclusion
We introduced AdaBoosted histogram classifiers to ASM. Histogram classifiers do not need a Gaussian distribution assumption of local appearances used by previous researches and are very powerful to model big variations of faces. Experimental results demonstrate that our method is robust to changes in illuminations, different expressions, and obstacles. Additionally, unlike previous researches which determine landmark displacements by selecting the most likely position based on Mahalanobis distance, etc., we set displacement to 0 when the highest score in a test profile is lower than 0. This is effective to improve robustness to occlusions on faces. 
